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Abstract
This article explores the understood purposes of refugee education at global, national, and school levels. To do so, we focus on a radical shift in global policy to integrate refugees into national education systems and the processes of vernacularization accompanying its widespread implementation. Using a comparative case study approach, our dataset comprises global policy documents and original interviews (n = 147) and observations in 14 refugee-hosting nation-states. We analyze how the purposes of refugee education are understood and acted upon by actors occupying diverse positions across these nation-states and over time. We demonstrate that the articulated purposes of refugee education are oriented toward possible futures for refugees, and they presuppose refugees’ access to quality education, social belonging, and economic opportunities. Yet across nation-states of exile, we find that refugees’ access to these resources is tenuous. Our findings suggest reconceptualizing refugee education to reflect how refugees are simultaneously embedded within multiple national contexts and to address the exclusions they face within each one. This study of refugee education has implications for understanding the purposes of education in other ever-more-common contexts of uncertainty, including the rapid economic and social change brought about by migration, globalization, and technology. Empirically, understanding the purposes of refugee education is critical in a time of unprecedented forced migration.
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The Purposes of Refugee Education:

Policy and Practice of Including Refugees in National Education Systems

When Aliyah fled Syria with her four children, she imagined returning home within a few months. Like most refugees, she left with only one season of clothes, never expecting her exile would be protracted. Yet when we spoke, she had already been in Egypt for three years. The drawings of her daughter, Manar, always rendered the nostalgia of a once-upon-a-time life in Syria. Manar might envision herself in a different place, her mother explained, if she could go to a “good school.” The government schools in the area of Cairo where the family could now afford rent were poor quality, and her mother believed Manar was learning little. The other school options were also problematic: at the costly private school Manar initially attended, her teachers were “warm and caring,” but other Egyptian children bullied her incessantly, making her feel unsafe; and the non-formal Syrian school, which was free and followed the Syrian curriculum, kept her connected to a Syrian community but isolated from Egyptian society and the credentials necessary to continue her education in exile.

Manar’s life as a refugee in Egypt was filled with the uncertainty of her future, which had implications for determining the criteria for a “good school,” a school that would allow her to bridge her present reality with an imagined, yet uncertain, future. Would she return to Syria? If so, the non-formal Syrian school would provide a safe temporary environment and perhaps ease the transition back to school in Syria. Would she remain in exile in Egypt? If so, following the Egyptian curriculum and obtaining Egyptian certification would be critical for her livelihood prospects, and creating strong relationships in Egyptian schools would be worth the challenging, long-term investment. Would she seek to move onward, toward Europe, or would she be formally resettled to a distant country of exile, such as Canada? If so, strong basic skills that
could transfer to another national context would be key, as would credentials to certify her learning.

In the face of her “unknowable future” (Dryden-Peterson 2017), however, Manar and her family struggled to establish criteria by which they could judge their educational options. Refugee families, along with policymakers and practitioners, struggle daily with this uncertainty of unknowable futures as they make decisions about what curriculum refugees will follow, the languages in which they will learn, the certification they will receive, and the types of schools that might best prepare them for work and life, both in the present and the future. These decision-making processes are a productive lens to understand the purposes of refugee education.

The purposes of education are fundamentally political, tackling identification and prioritization of goals that schools should pursue (Labaree 1997:40). As Dewey (1929:97) framed it, reflecting on growing mass education, “[t]he conception of education as a social process and function has no definite meaning until we define the kind of society we have in mind.” Our analysis of refugee education allows us to consider situations of “radical uncertainty” (Horst and Grabska 2015) in which “the kind of society we have in mind” is both highly unpredictable and contentious. This inquiry necessitates a return to Dewey’s (1929:95) preoccupations, wherein the goals of education are “to educate . . . successors not for the existing state of affairs but so as to make possible a future better humanity.” Understanding the purposes of refugee education can also inform understanding of the purposes of education in other ever-more-common contexts of uncertainty, including rapid economic and social change through migration, globalization, and technology. Empirically, understanding the purposes of refugee education is critical in a time of unprecedented forced migration.
In this article, we examine the purposes of refugee education through analysis of global refugee education policy and its adaptation in multiple national contexts. We analyze the kinds of knowledge and experiences refugee education prioritizes and the futures for which it seeks to prepare refugee young people. Using a comparative case study approach, our dataset comprises global refugee education policy documents, and interviews and observations related to policy and practice in 14 refugee-hosting nation-states—Bangladesh, Chad, Egypt, Ethiopia, Iran, Kenya, Lebanon, Malaysia, Pakistan, Rwanda, South Sudan, Sudan, Uganda, and Yemen.

We find that the purposes of refugee education, as they are expressed by policies and actors across nation-states, presuppose a “kind of society” (Dewey 1929:97) in which refugees have opportunities to access quality education, develop social belonging, and partake of economic prospects. At the global level, we find that actors working on refugee education focus on inclusion of refugees in national education systems as a pragmatic mechanism for achieving these goals. Yet at the national level, we find multiple models of inclusion: no access to national schools, access to national curriculum and exams but physical isolation from national students, and refugees and nationals studying together in the same spaces. These models reflect national-level actors’ understandings of refugees’ futures and, when enacted at school levels, variably enable or constrain opportunities. We find that access to quality education for refugees, although in theory fostered through policies of inclusion, is absent within national education systems that are themselves of low quality. Prospects of belonging in national schools are even more tenuous, given strained relationships between refugees and nationals, misalignments of possible and preferable futures, and exclusions from post-schooling opportunities. Despite the articulated purpose of refugee education as enabling refugees’ futures, access to quality education, belonging, and the economic prospects central to those futures remain elusive.
REFUGEE EDUCATION

Refugees have crossed a border due to well-founded fear of persecution. The number of refugees globally is the highest in recorded history: in 2017, 4.4 million people were newly displaced to become refugees, primarily from Syria, but also with the onset and re-ignition of conflicts in Iraq, Mali, Burundi, and South Sudan, among others. The newly-displaced joined millions who have remained refugees for decades, from ongoing conflicts in Afghanistan, Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC), and Somalia, for example. At the end of 2017, 25.4 million people lived as refugees globally, more than half under the age of 18 (UNHCR 2018a). The vast majority of refugees, 85 percent, live in exile in countries that neighbor their conflict-affected countries of origin (UNHCR 2018a)—this analysis focuses on these populations. These “neighboring host countries” are generally characterized by over-stretched education systems, fragile political and economic institutions, and challenges to inclusion and membership related to their own histories of conflict and division (Hathaway 2016).

Refugees’ right to education is articulated in international instruments. The 1951 Convention relating to the Status of Refugees asserts signatory states “shall accord to refugees the same treatment as is accorded to nationals with respect to elementary education . . . [and] treatment as favourable as possible . . . with respect to education other than elementary education” (UNHCR 2011). In September 2016, the New York Declaration for Refugees and Migrants and the Comprehensive Refugee Response Framework reaffirmed the commitment of United Nations member states “to provide quality primary and secondary education in safe learning environments for all refugee children” (UNGA 2016:14). The United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) is the global organization mandated with protection of
refugees, including the provision of services such as education. As a constituent body, UNHCR coordinates their education work with host countries’ governments. Yet despite these provisions, refugees access education at lower rates than do other children. In 2014, during this research, 50 percent of refugees accessed primary school, compared to 93 percent of all children globally; at the secondary level, 25 percent of refugees accessed education, compared to 62 percent globally (Dryden-Peterson 2015). This low access has persisted, with 61 percent attending primary school and 23 percent in secondary school in 2018 (UNHCR 2018b:13).

Since the origins of refugee education during World War II, its purpose has been to prepare refugee students for the future. The nature of this future, however, has not been fixed. Until recently, refugee education policy and practice assumed eventual return to the country of origin. Reflecting that purpose, refugee students were isolated, largely in camps, and attended refugee-only schools in their country-of-origin languages (Dryden-Peterson 2016). The UNHCR Global Education Strategy (GES) 2012–2016 assumed a different future. Given the average length of exile was then estimated as between 10 and 25 years, up to three times as long as in the early 1990s (Devictor and Do 2016; Milner and Loescher 2011), the GES reconceived refugees’ likely future to be long-term displacement in host countries (UNHCR 2012). With this anticipated future in mind, the GES adopted an approach of including refugee students in host countries’ educational structures, rather than isolating them in parallel systems. The 2018 Global Compact on Refugees and the forthcoming 2019–2030 UNHCR Education Strategy further codified this approach of inclusion (United Nations 2018:13).

PURPOSES OF REFUGEE EDUCATION

We use findings from comparative case studies to explain how actors at multiple levels understand the purposes of refugee education and what implications these different
understandings have for access to quality education, social belonging, and economic opportunities. We find, unsurprisingly, a “wild profusion of local practice” (Ball 1994:10), which we seek to understand in the context of a global policy advocating the inclusion of refugees in national education systems. We use the concept of “vernacularization” to analyze variation among the contexts. Vernacularization involves processes of “appropriation and local adoption,” particularly the ways ideas “land in very different ways in different places” (Levitt and Merry 2009:445). Following Tsing (2005), we argue that these processes are multidirectional and composed of interactions with origins and destinations across multiple levels. It is in these spaces of interaction, in particular global, national, and school-based actors’ decision-making on refugee education, that we locate our inquiry and identify sources of and explanations for variation.

Across contexts, we find a tight connection between conceived possible futures for refugees and understood purposes of refugee education. We also find that the nature of these purposes and futures varies dramatically between contexts. The next sections outline conceptually four possible futures and the ways education might prepare refugees for them. While they do not represent all possible futures, they provide a taxonomy of options around which refugee education policies and practices are enacted.

**Possible Futures**

UNHCR (2017:135–9) has long outlined three possible “durable solutions,” or futures, for refugees: “resettlement” to a distant country; “return” to the country of origin; or long-term “integration” in the host country. Since 2016, UNHCR has also focused on futures that are geographically fluid and less unidirectional, recognizing ongoing “human mobility” and the “precarious” nature of any possible future (UNGA 2016:1–2). UNHCR does not use the term,
but we conceptualize this fourth future as “transnationalism.” We find that all four futures distinctly shape the understood purposes of refugee education, yet each varies in likelihood—both real and imagined—for any given refugee and depending on the context. We pay particular attention to the future of integration given its centrality in policy and practice.

**The Future of Resettlement**

Resettlement is an unlikely future for refugees, available to less than 1 percent of refugees globally (UNHCR 2014). In resettlement, refugees receive asylum in a distant country, usually one with high Gross National Income (GNI) per capita. Resettlement comes with a high degree of permanency, including a pathway to citizenship unavailable to the vast majority of refugees in neighboring host countries. Refugees, who increasingly find themselves in protracted displacement, often perceive resettlement as the ultimate future, especially in terms of educational possibilities (Dryden-Peterson and Reddick 2017). None of the nation-states in our study are sites of resettlement. However, we consider resettlement in our analysis because refugees in our sites were preoccupied with seeking resettlement, despite its elusiveness, and they thus understood education in light of this future.

**The Future of Return**

Facilitation of return to one’s country of origin was historically an explicit purpose of refugee education (Dryden-Peterson 2016). Many refugees envision and hope for this future, which educational continuity with the country of origin can facilitate (Fresia and Von Känel 2015). Yet return is an increasingly unlikely future, given the protracted nature of conflict. Education that only prepares refugees for a future of return therefore arguably places them at a
disadvantage, a rationale that has shaped global policy to include refugees in national education systems. Education oriented toward the country of origin can prevent refugees from accessing opportunities in the host country due to language barriers, limited information networks, and lack of certification or knowledge of how systems in host countries work (see related research on post-education consequences of school-based isolation, e.g., Holdaway, Crul, and Roberts 2009).

The Future of Integration

Given slim prospects of futures of resettlement or return, long-term exile is an increasingly likely reality for most refugees. As such, we consider three dimensions of education that might enable a future of integration, by which we mean short-term and long-term opportunities in the country of exile. In particular, we examine (1) inclusion in national education systems; (2) access to quality education; and (3) prospects for social belonging.

Access to education is a necessary, if insufficient, step to future labor market participation and poverty reduction (Hanushek 2013). Inclusion in national education systems enables refugees to access schooling at higher rates by addressing common barriers such as lack of infrastructure and limited numbers of teachers (Mendenhall, Russell, and Buckner 2017). Yet even when inclusion is mandated by policy, access can be limited when national systems already struggle to meet nationals’ needs or when refugees live in educationally marginalized areas of host countries (Bellino and Dryden-Peterson 2018). At the time of our study, for example, only 41.5 percent of national children were enrolled in primary education in South Sudan (Government of Republic of South Sudan 2013), and in Yemen, only 53.3 percent persisted to grade 6 (Yemen Ministry of Education 2013:22).
Access to quality education expands economic, social, and civic opportunities (Hanushek and Woessmann 2015), which could enable a future of integration in the country of exile. On the one hand, refugee education might be higher quality within a national system than within separate refugee-only schools given established curriculum, trained teachers, and certification, rationales alluded to within the GES itself (UNHCR 2012:8). Existing curriculum and trained teachers could assist refugees in acquiring skills and knowledge they need to pursue further education or economic livelihoods. Recognized certification could facilitate post-school opportunities within the nation-state of exile, and possibly in the country of origin or transnationally (Kirk 2009). On the other hand, if the quality of education within a national system is low, as in many refugee-hosting countries, then inclusion in the system would not mean access to quality education (Bellino and Dryden-Peterson 2018; Buckner, Spencer, and Cha 2017; Dryden-Peterson 2016). For example, Turkana County in Kenya, where Kakuma refugee camp is located, ranked 45 out of 47 counties in learning outcomes at the end of lower primary (Uwezo 2016). Low-quality education can create gaps between a future of integration in the host country, which inclusion in a national system holds up as possible, and what is actually attainable within that country (Bellino 2018; Chopra 2018), as echoed in the literature on marginalized youth globally (Alba and Foner 2014; Williams 2017).

To facilitate a future of integration, education would need to be high quality and foster a sense of belonging in the society of exile, such as feelings of security, connection, and freedom from discrimination (see, e.g., Hovil 2016; Panter-Brick et al. 2018). Inclusion in national schools could be a space where refugees negotiate their relationships with the nation-state and with host-country nationals, critical elements of preparation for a future of integration. In national schools, refugees are socialized through explicit and implicit messaging of nation-state
norms that boldly mark boundaries of belonging (Abu El-Haj 2015; Reijerse et al. 2013). This socialization can be productive or destructive, depending on curriculum, pedagogy, and the way relationships are fostered in classrooms (Bajaj and Bartlett 2017; Bar-Tal and Rosen 2009). Following Dewey (1929:95), we might expect education that promotes acceptance of refugees and mitigates their marginalization would usefully prepare young people—both refugee and national—for “a future better humanity” rather than the “existing state of affairs.” Yet we also might expect host countries, some with recent histories of identity-based conflicts, to have difficulty adopting this kind of inclusive attitude toward refugees. For example, in Rwanda, norms and rules prevent conversations about ethnicity, limiting possibilities for open discussion about membership and exclusion (King 2014). Furthermore, in most host countries, refugees do not have legal citizenship or access to rights that would enable them to use education to create productive futures, such as the right to work, own property, or access social services (see, e.g., Hovil 2016; Zetter and Ruaudel 2016).

**The Future of Transnationalism**

Resettlement, return, and integration represent possible futures that are geographically bounded within nation-states. These nation-state-centric futures do not always reflect the transnational ways refugees seek educational, economic, and social opportunities (Dryden-Peterson, Dahya, and Adelman 2017). A fourth possible future is transnational, often encompassing elements of other futures. Unlike futures premised on the cessation of mobility, this future rests on opportunities created by continued mobility, often prompted by refugees’ searches for long-term, stable opportunities. Young people in a globalizing world increasingly imagine, plan for, and enact transnational lives, remaining attached to different societies at once
(Abu El-Haj 2015; Bajaj and Bartlett 2017; Ramirez and Meyer 2012). This is particularly true for refugee youth (Chopra 2018; Dryden-Peterson et al. 2017). Embeddedness in more than one society is a strategy to combat uncertainty and leave open multiple possible futures (Levitt and Jaworsky 2007; Long 2013).³

Education could prepare refugees for transnational futures with “transferable skills, knowledge, and capacities” (UNHCR 2012:7) that they could apply no matter where that future might be (Winthrop and McGivney 2016). A transnational future, similar to the future of return, necessitates maintaining language, culture, and identity of the country of origin in addition to acquiring competencies that allow for productive lives in settings of exile (Fresia and Von Känel 2015; Malkki 1995). Challenging this transnational future are restrictions on refugees’ rights, which can impede belonging and economic opportunities in exile and in countries of origin (Dryden-Peterson and Reddick 2019). Education that prepares refugees for transnational futures might open up opportunities that exist in what Haddad (2008:7) calls the “gaps between states,” but we also consider how pursuing this future can create vulnerabilities, depending on restrictions imposed on refugees by origin and exile nation-states.

METHODODOLOGY

In seeking to understand the purposes of refugee education, we examine the formation of global policy on refugee education and how it was understood and adapted by national-level and school-based actors in 14 nation-states. We chose a comparative case study approach to illuminate how the purposes of refugee education are understood and acted on at multiple levels. We draw on Latour (2005) to conceptualize these levels as non-hierarchical but mutually influential through actors, networks, and relationships.
Our study is comparative at multiple levels, drawing on case methods (George and Bennett 2005; Gerring 2004; Ragin 2000); focused on mechanism-based explanations (Hedström and Ylikoski 2010), including processes of “vernacularization” (Levitt and Merry 2009); and following the logic of what Bartlett and Vavrus (2017) call “multi-scalar” research, which includes comparisons on three axes. One axis of comparison is horizontal across nation-states, including influences of policies, actors, and ideas between nation-states. The second axis is vertical, comparing policies and practices of refugee education at global, national, and school levels. The third axis is “transversal,” over time, situating policies and practices of refugee education in historical contexts as well as examining changes and developments over three years (2012 to 2014) during the introduction of a radically different education strategy. Our approach is sociocultural, focused on understanding how the purposes of refugee education are understood, articulated, and enacted by social actors occupying diverse positions in multiple spaces.

We study the 14 refugee-hosting nation-states where the UNHCR 2012–2016 GES was implemented from 2012 to 2014: Bangladesh, Chad, Egypt, Ethiopia, Iran, Kenya, Lebanon, Malaysia, Pakistan, Rwanda, South Sudan, Sudan, Uganda, and Yemen. UNHCR chose these nation-states for implementation of the GES due to large refugee populations and education-specific programming. These nations-states varied on other characteristics, including signatory status to the 1951 Convention, camp or urban location of refugees, and rates of access to education (see Table 1). Their experiences of historical and contemporary conflict also varied, both internal to the nation-state and external with refugees’ countries of origin (e.g., Lebanon and Syria). We see these dimensions as constellations of relevant conditions, and we examine how they may influence the perceived purposes of refugee education in each context and subsequent vernacularization. As such, we resist “bound[ing] the case” and instead “follow the
inquiring study” (Bartlett and Vavrus 2017:1) across multiple locations through the phenomenon of interest, namely, implementing a global policy on refugee education. In this way, our study focuses not on the refugee-hosting nation-states themselves, but on the processes of policy and practice vernacularization that occur within these socially-constructed contexts. This trans-spatial approach is particularly suited to a study of refugees, as they are, by definition, *ex territioria*.

[Table 1 about here]

We designed our data collection methods to make visible connections between ideas, people, and actions (Campbell 2002) across the 14 nation-states, at global, national, and school levels, and over time. To do so, we used multiple methods of data collection, including document analysis, interviews (n = 147), and observations (see online Appendix 1 for further explanation of data collection procedures and researchers’ positionality).

We analyzed all relevant documents in each of the 14 host countries, including education profiles, operations plans, education mission reports, minutes of meetings with partners, education workshop reports, project reports, and draft national-level education strategies. These documents were made available by UNHCR headquarters in Geneva through a research-practice partnership between UNHCR and Harvard University.

In the first two years of study, we conducted 96 interviews to understand processes of contextualizing the GES in the 14 nation-states. We interviewed staff members from UNHCR, relevant government offices (e.g., offices of refugee affairs, Ministries of Education), and non-government organizations (NGOs) implementing UNHCR’s refugee education programs. We conducted these interviews in the context of a for-credit graduate course at the Harvard Graduate School of Education.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Host Country</th>
<th>Number of Refugees</th>
<th>Primary Countries of Origin</th>
<th>Signed 1951 Convention (yes/no)</th>
<th>Primary Site(s) of residence</th>
<th>Refugee Primary Enrollment Rate</th>
<th>National Primary NER</th>
<th>Refugee Secondary Enrollment Rate</th>
<th>National Secondary NER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bangladesh</td>
<td>232,584</td>
<td>Myanmar</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Camp</td>
<td>84%</td>
<td>92% (2010)</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>48% (2012)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chad</td>
<td>454,882</td>
<td>Sudan, Central African Republic (CAR)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Camp</td>
<td>55%</td>
<td>86% (2013)</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>11% (2003)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Egypt</td>
<td>237,117</td>
<td>Iraq, Somalia, Libya, Syria</td>
<td>Yesb</td>
<td>Urban</td>
<td>80%</td>
<td>95% (2011)</td>
<td>81%</td>
<td>85% (2013)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethiopia</td>
<td>587,708</td>
<td>South Sudan, Somalia, Eritrea</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Camp</td>
<td>56%</td>
<td>65% (2006)</td>
<td>23%</td>
<td>26% (2006)a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iran</td>
<td>982,071</td>
<td>Afghanistan, Iraq</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Urban</td>
<td>80%</td>
<td>98% (2013)</td>
<td>72%</td>
<td>82% (2012)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kenya</td>
<td>537,021</td>
<td>Somalia, South Sudan</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Camp/ Urban</td>
<td>65%</td>
<td>84% (2012)</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>56% (2012)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lebanon</td>
<td>1,115,988</td>
<td>Syria</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Urban/ Settlement</td>
<td>37%</td>
<td>93% (2013)</td>
<td>19%</td>
<td>68% (2012)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pakistan</td>
<td>1,610,355</td>
<td>Afghanistan</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Camp</td>
<td>43%</td>
<td>72% (2013)</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>38% (2013)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rwanda</td>
<td>72,763</td>
<td>Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC), Burundi</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Camp/ Urban</td>
<td>75%</td>
<td>93% (2013)</td>
<td>58%</td>
<td>14% (2011)a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Sudan</td>
<td>240,673</td>
<td>Sudan, DRC</td>
<td>Noe</td>
<td>Camp</td>
<td>82%</td>
<td>41% (2011)</td>
<td>61%</td>
<td>2% (2011)a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sudan</td>
<td>240,703</td>
<td>Eritrea, DRC, Chad</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Camp/ Urban</td>
<td>58%</td>
<td>54% (2012)</td>
<td>18%</td>
<td>n.d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uganda</td>
<td>358,453</td>
<td>DRC, Somalia, South Sudan</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Settlement/ Urban</td>
<td>66%</td>
<td>91% (2013)</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>22% (2010)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yemen</td>
<td>245,801</td>
<td>Somalia, Iraq, Ethiopia</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Camp/ Urban</td>
<td>83%</td>
<td>88% (2013)</td>
<td>80%</td>
<td>42% (2012)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: All refugee data from UNHCR; all national data from World Bank Data Bank.

a In most host countries in which refugees reside primarily in camps or in rural “settlement” areas (often without the formal designation of a camp yet similar in structure, with limited movement outside the designated territory), there are also refugees living in urban areas. We list any type of residence that comprises over 5 percent of the population.

b Egypt places restrictions on Article 22 of the 1951 Refugee Convention, noting “reservations because these articles consider the refugee as equal to the national” (UNHCR 2011).

c Our analysis does not include Palestinian refugees (see footnote 2).

d South Sudan, which became an independent nation-state in 2011, ratified the 1969 Organization of African Unity Convention Governing the Specific Aspects of Refugee Problems in Africa, and the government has expressed intent to ratify the 1951 Convention.

e Data available only for lower secondary school.
From our analysis of the documents and interview data, we defined different models of inclusion, and we selected Egypt, Kenya, and Rwanda for in-depth investigation, including at the school level. In these countries, we conducted 34 additional interviews with staff members of UNHCR, government agencies, and NGOs. We also conducted school-based research, including 17 semi-structured interviews with teachers on their curricular and pedagogical decision-making, their relationships with UNHCR and partner organizations, and how they interpreted the principles of the GES and used them, if at all, in their classrooms. We conducted six classroom observations in these teachers’ schools. Additionally, we conducted participant observation of workshops, telephone conferences, working-group meetings, and staff meetings involving UNHCR and partners.

Analysis of data was ongoing and iterative. Immediately following each interview, we wrote narrative profiles for each interview participant (Seidman 2006) to identify emerging themes that informed later interviews. We used the qualitative data analysis software Atlas.ti to code interview notes, fieldnotes from participant observation, and documents, using a process of “consensus coding” (Harry, Sturges, and Klingner 2005). We coded documents and interviews with etic codes derived from policy frameworks (e.g., access for all, quality education, collaboration with government) and emic codes derived through a grounded approach (e.g., refugees as burden, social interactions between refugees and nationals, enforcement of laws). Our goal was to understand the purposes of refugee education as defined by actors in each country and to identify explanatory factors for these purposes. Based on these analyses, we re-coded the data focusing on the possible futures these actors envisioned for refugees (resettlement, return, integration, transnationalism). We also focused on integration, coding for mechanisms we identified as enabling a future of integration (inclusion in national education
systems, access to quality education, prospects of belonging); dimensions of inclusion (curriculum, language, certification, teachers); and models of inclusion (no access to government schools, physically together with nationals, geographically separate from nationals, temporally separate from nationals). We wrote analytic memos to synthesize our analysis across country cases (George and Bennett 2005).

FINDINGS

Our analyses examine how vernacularization of policies to include refugees in national education systems reflects understood purposes of refugee education and perceived futures for refugees, across 14 countries. We organize our findings by global, national, and school-level approaches, focusing our analysis within each level while also attending to ways they interact and how they operate over time.

Global Level: Access to Quality Education

In 2012, UNHCR introduced the GES, which focused on “access to quality education for refugees” (UNHCR 2012). To achieve this goal, the GES advocated that refugees be included “within national systems where possible and appropriate and as guided by on-going consultation with refugees” (UNHCR 2012:8). This approach was a departure from past recommendations that education be as closely aligned as possible with the country of origin (INEE 2004; UNHCR 2003, 2009). Our interview participants described five reasons for this policy shift: the protracted nature of conflict, emphasis on access to quality education, presence of refugees in urban areas living among nationals, need for education to facilitate social cohesion, and persistent shortfall and unpredictability in funding.
Some nation-states had begun to shift toward inclusion prior to the GES. Yet for most countries, uptake of inclusion was a radical shift and happened rapidly after introduction of the GES: in 2010, only five of the 14 nation-states used the national curriculum and language to teach refugee learners; by 2014, this increased to 11 nation-states (see Table 2). By 2014, UNHCR had formal relationships with national authorities in these 11 nation-states to facilitate coordination between UNHCR and governments. When the GES took effect in 2012, UNHCR did not have a single formal relationship on education with a national authority in any country.

The GES was not intended as a global blueprint but instead as strategic objectives to be contextualized within each country. Its design thus anticipated formal processes of vernacularization. An education manager with an NGO in Ethiopia described the global document as the “mother document.” A UNHCR staff member based at its headquarters said, “think of the Strategy as a verb, not a noun.” Documents created by UNHCR at the global level emphasized analyzing situations in each nation-state to inform decision-making about whether and how to adopt the approach of inclusion. UNHCR (2013) staff in each context engaged in activities designed to answer questions such as: “What does UNHCR hope that children and youth will be educated for in your country context?” Global policy was clear that local capacities, priorities, and conceptions of educational purposes should drive national approaches to refugee education.

Our interviews revealed elements of the GES that global actors believed should be uniform across countries and elements they considered malleable. The principles of access and quality emerged as non-negotiable and essential to the global purposes of refugee education, no matter the nation-state context or imagined future. At the global level, actors equated inclusion in national education systems with access to quality education. Yet, as we explore in the following
sections, implementation of inclusion policies toward these ends varied dramatically across nation-states, with implications for refugees’ future opportunities.

[Table 2 about here]

National Level: Models of Inclusion Reflect Visions of Refugees’ Futures

Each nation-state adopted a contextualized model of inclusion, ranging from no access to government schools (no inclusion), to access to national schools but separation from nationals either geographically or temporally, to full access to government schools with refugees and nationals together in the same classrooms at the same time (see Table 2). Each model reflects prevailing visions of refugees’ futures. First, we consider active resistance to inclusion, centered in the idea that refugees’ futures will be elsewhere. Next, we consider adoption of inclusion as pragmatic for logistical and financial efficiency, but with no intention of long-term integration. Finally, we consider adoption of inclusion as a means for refugees to create futures of integration in long-term exile. These visions pertain to dynamics driving displacement, particularly the duration of the conflict refugees had fled and historical and contemporary political relationships between refugees and the country of exile. They were also rooted in legal structures beyond educational systems, which could support or impede integration. Data in this section reflect official policy; we turn to the practice of education in the next section.

No inclusion: Refugees’ futures will be elsewhere

Malaysia and Bangladesh did not adopt inclusion, and Egypt adopted the model only for Syrian refugees. Contextual factors led to continued preference for separate schools, in particular non-recognition of refugees and an envisioned pathway to resettlement.
### Table 2. Models of Inclusion of Refugees in National Schools

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Host Country</th>
<th>No inclusion</th>
<th>Physically together with nationals</th>
<th>Separated from nationals</th>
<th>Curriculum Followed</th>
<th>Certification Provided to refugees</th>
<th>Language of instruction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Geographic</td>
<td>Temporal</td>
<td>Host</td>
<td>Origin</td>
<td>Other</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bangladesh</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chad</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Egypt</td>
<td>non-Syrians</td>
<td>Syrians</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethiopia</td>
<td>Urban</td>
<td>Camp</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iran</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kenya</td>
<td>Urban</td>
<td>Camp</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lebanon</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malaysia</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pakistan</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rwanda</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Sudan</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sudan</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uganda</td>
<td>Urban</td>
<td>Settlement</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yemen</td>
<td>Urban</td>
<td>Camp</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Source:** UNHCR. “Operations plans” from each country (2012, 2013, and 2014); interviews with UNHCR, government, and NGO staff members in the 14 nation-states (n = 134).

**Note:** Shaded cell means that the country adopts the practice listed on the horizontal axis; unshaded cell means that the country does not adopt that practice.
In Malaysia, participants described the explicit purpose of refugee education as preparing young people for a future of resettlement. This purpose evolved in response to the extremely limited possibility of long-term residence in Malaysia, which is not signatory to the Refugee Convention (see Table 1) and has no legal system for asylum. Without legal status, individuals fleeing to Malaysia are at risk for arrest, detention, and deportation, thus inclusion is at odds with the national policy context. Malaysia therefore has high rates of resettlement. In 2014, 15 percent of all resettled refugees globally departed from Malaysia (UNHCR 2012–2014). Under these conditions, education within national schools—in Bahasa Malay language—was perceived as counterproductive to the envisioned future for refugees. Instead, refugee education took place in separate schools run by NGOs, typically in English, which an NGO staff member explained aimed to foster opportunities upon resettlement, likely in the United States.

In some nation-states, policymakers envisioned different purposes of education for different refugee populations. In Egypt, Syrians were permitted access to national schools, but non-Syrian refugees from Sudan, Somalia, Iraq, Eritrea, and Ethiopia, were not. Non-Syrians were limited to fees-based private schools or community centers run by NGOs or initiated by refugee communities. Seeing no future of integration in Egypt, centers serving Sudanese refugees elected to follow the Sudanese curriculum so students could obtain Sudanese certificates of education. In 2013, however, the Sudanese government rescinded its policy to grant Sudanese certificates to students who sat for exams in Egypt, which staff at several NGOs attributed to the 2013 coup in Egypt. Although eventually reversed, this situation demonstrated both the political nature of educational decisions and the volatility of education, with implications for refugees’ possible futures.
Inclusion as pragmatic: Refugees are here, for now

Inclusion frequently developed over time as emergency situations became protracted. In many cases, UNHCR staff members, government officials, and NGOs said they did not shift to such policies because they saw a new purpose for refugee education; inclusion simply became the only feasible option.

Urbanization of refugee populations drove this need, with over 60 percent of refugees living in urban areas by the end of 2015 (UNHCR 2016:53). A Pakistani government official explained that when refugees lived only “inside the camps, it was easy to reach refugees. But now they are all outside the camps,” requiring a different model of education. Urban refugee populations drove de facto inclusion in Uganda and Yemen as well, predating the GES.

In addition, during the period of this study, less than 2 percent of all humanitarian funding was allocated to education (Global Education Monitoring Report 2017:7–8). UNHCR staff members across countries highlighted the unpredictability of funding, which made sustained investments in education elusive. An NGO staff member in a camp in Rwanda discussed how the scale at which national education systems operated could absorb some of this volatility: “[I]f we had to initiate our own [refugee] schools, we would have to pay teachers. . . . But now because children are integrated in the national schools, the government is taking responsibility. The big responsibility is on the government. The government has to pay teachers; it has to provide the capitation grant for all children—refugees and nationals. It is a good system.” An NGO staff member in Egypt similarly said of inclusion of Syrians into Egyptian schools, “it is easy and it is cheap.” Across the 14 countries, however, government officials did not agree, citing costs associated with including refugees in national schools, such as greater wear on school infrastructure due to a larger student population. While they recognized the possibilities for
efficiencies of scale, in the absence of substantial and predictable external funding, inclusion only shifted the “big responsibility” for refugee education from global to national actors.

*Inclusion as creating futures: Refugees are in long-term exile*

In some cases, inclusion was explicitly connected to goals of increased access to quality education and creation of a sense of belonging, rooted not only in a pragmatic present but also recognizing a future in long-term exile. The transition from separate schools to inclusion for Sudanese refugees in Chad is illustrative. Until 2014, Sudanese refugees in Chad followed the Sudanese curriculum, attended classes in Arabic, sat for Sudanese exams, and received official school-leaving certificates from the Sudanese government. The shift to the Chadian curriculum was driven by lack of predictable, long-term funding and an increasingly protracted situation, combined with a re-envisioning of the purposes of education for refugees. A UNHCR staff member said “the changing of the curriculum this year . . . is how we address education quality. . . . [W]hen we change the curriculum, this will help in gaining support from qualified, certified teachers . . . and educational resources from the MoE [Ministry of Education].” Access to quality education for refugees within the national system aligned with goals expressed by UNHCR national staff, NGO staff, and government officials: the possibility of creating a future that could include, but would no longer singularly depend on, a return to Sudan. This framing of refugee education as enabling a possible future of integration, however, was notably absent from formal national policy and public discourse.

*School Level: Disconnects between Inclusion and Access to Quality Education and Belonging*
Actors at global levels perceived inclusion in national schools as the foundation for access to quality education, yet practices at national and school levels demonstrated a gulf between those aspirations and refugees’ actual experiences of low-quality education. Contestation over whether and how refugee education was to enable belonging persisted at the school level, tightly aligned to understandings of what types of futures were possible for refugees.

Aspiration: Inclusion enables access to quality education to prepare refugees for multiple futures

The design of refugee education in Rwanda embodied a commitment to the same quality of education for refugees as for nationals. Our interview participants described broad-based support for these goals, from top-level government officials to teachers. “I haven’t seen anyone who’s against it,” said a UN agency staff member. When Rwanda’s government expanded fee-free education through secondary school, refugees were included in the mandate. A government official described this situation as win-win: “the local population benefitting from the expansion of existing infrastructure and the refugees benefitting from teachers being hired by the government, being paid by the government.” For a district government official, the issue was equity: “We allow this [inclusion] because this issue of global education is universal. It’s not a country-based policy. It’s even in the MDGs [Millennium Development Goals]. So we can’t say that Rwandans should complete 12 [years of schooling] but others who are in Rwanda shouldn’t study.”

An explicit purpose of access to quality education for refugees in Rwanda was to enable multiple futures. A government leader explained that the goal is to “gain . . . the skills that could help them in their future anywhere.” A refugee teacher in a camp-based school, with students
primarily from DRC, emphasized ongoing pursuit of a future that could be “anywhere.” He referred to both Rwanda and DRC as “our country,” signifying the possible dual nature of his, and his students’, futures.

A government leader in Kenya echoed how access to quality education prepared refugees for their “unknowable futures” (Dryden-Peterson 2017): “[F]or refugees they should get the education that would enable them to settle . . . to help them fit into society and be a useful member of society . . . to help the refugee to integrate.” These are the “same skills that any other Kenyan would need,” she explained, such as critical thinking, communication skills, and technical skills that match workplace demands they will face in their futures.

One NGO staff member noted the value of a Kenyan education, including outside of Kenya. He explained that even though the Kenyan curriculum, which included English and Kiswahili as languages of instruction, did not explicitly prepare refugees for a future of return, it still could fulfill that role, thus allowing for the simultaneous pursuit of multiple futures. He articulated the “common knowledge” in South Sudan: “those who can speak English and do something are the people who return from Kakuma [refugee camp in Kenya].”

Given the cyclical nature of conflict and the precarious nature of refugee status in Kenya, another NGO staff member envisioned the need to plan education with these multiple possible futures forefront in mind: “I would like [refugees] to go away with something. . . . And for me education would be key. Because even if they relocated to a different country today, they would go with the knowledge, they would go with a paper, something that would help them in their life and the years to come.” To prepare for these multiple futures, a government leader in Kenya underscored the need for children to learn not only to read and write but also to “contribute to nation-building.” Preparing refugee students to “contribute to nation-building” was a reoccurring
theme throughout the data. In practice, what “nation-building” entailed was nebulous, and different actors’ visions for where refugees’ futures would be had implications for which “nation” education should prepare them to contribute to. One teacher described wanting his students to be in a “position to influence the governance in any country you want to go to. . . . You need knowledge to change government.” He wanted education in exile in Kenya to “make them a better citizen [so] they can transform their society into a better society,” wherever that society may be.

**Reality: Inclusion in national education systems is inclusion in low-quality education**

Our data show that global and national actors equated inclusion with access to quality education for refugees. Yet this aspiration for quality education—and the ways it would prepare refugees for multiple futures—did not reflect actual school-level experiences. For example, in Kenya, the classrooms refugees accessed were so over-crowded—with upward of 200 children at times—that even children sitting next to their teacher could not hear. In Egypt, an NGO staff member noted “there is no benefit” to including Syrian refugees in a system already struggling to implement quality education. In Pakistan, an NGO staff member said, “[i]t is hard to take on [the] additional task of Afghan refugees.” As the newest nation-state, challenges of inclusion in South Sudan were similar. South Sudan “is a country in the making,” and the Ministry of Education is also “in the making,” said a UNHCR staff member. For these reasons, UNHCR staff explained that schools are “barely functional” and act in “haphazard” ways while trying to include refugees.

In Lebanon, less than one third of Lebanese children enroll in government schools, as families with options choose private schools (CERD 2016; Lebanon Ministry of Education and
Higher Education 2017). A Ministry of Education and Higher Education (MEHE) official expressed concern over exacerbating vulnerabilities of the national education system through inclusion of refugees. “In the beginning of the crisis,” she said, “UNHCR was focused on enrolling the refugees in the formal education system, and we were concerned about the stability of our education system and how to keep the level of education as it was before the crisis.” Global and national actors decided on a model of inclusion that separated refugees and nationals into two shifts, as a way to negotiate tensions between expanding access to refugees and ensuring the stability of national education. A UNHCR staff member suggested that a second shift was not inclusion, but she described MEHE as immovable on education for refugees that might disadvantage nationals, even if it would enable refugees’ futures. An NGO staff member commented on the lose-lose situation created: divided into different shifts, additional funding for refugee education did not strengthen the struggling Lebanese system, and thus neither shift had access to quality education. This had negative implications for the futures of both nationals and refugees.⁸

At times, additional investments by global actors mitigated some of these challenges. In Rwanda, for example, in classes of 60 students, the teachers we observed appeared to know most children’s names and, with coaching from a UNICEF-funded program, developed English teaching skills that enabled them to engage students in fluency-developing conversations. National children also benefited from this initiative: with the recent shift in language of instruction from French to English in Rwandan schools, refugees and nationals were English-language learners together. However, this win-win solution for augmenting access to quality education for refugees and nationals was less possible in nation-states with severely stretched education systems, political instability, or flux in refugee populations.


Ambivalence: Inclusion to foster belonging?

Inclusion enabling a sense of belonging for refugees was tenuous across all levels and all nation-states, largely in line with understandings of where refugees’ possible futures might be. A government official from Pakistan noted with concern that “[p]reviously we had committed to long-term engagement [with Afghan refugees],” and Pakistan’s government had established an education unit for refugees in 1979. Yet, he said, current policies focused on a return to Afghanistan. This vacillation was only the most recent incarnation of volatile notions of belonging for refugees in Pakistan, with implications for their futures and the purposes of education. We see this volatility across our dataset.

Our data overwhelmingly reveal challenges to refugee education as a route to belonging. “If . . . we try to put refugees in the school, there is bound to be friction. This creates a horrible situation,” explained a government official in Pakistan. A UNICEF staff member working in the same area concluded that refugees do not enroll in school because “they feel they are not welcome there.” Similarly, a Lebanese government official described “bullying and discrimination in schools from both sides, against Syrians when the school had more Lebanese students and against Lebanese when the school had a majority of Syrians.” Some Sudanese refugees expressed concern to NGO staff over not seeing themselves represented in the Chadian curriculum, noting they “do not want to learn Chadian history.” These examples show that simply enrolling refugees in school is not enough to develop an environment of belonging.

In Egypt, all interview participants—no matter their views on inclusion as a policy—explicitly commented on the negative environments in government schools, with little possibility of creating relationships among Egyptians and refugees. Nevertheless, UNHCR staff in Egypt believed including refugees was a top priority because the experience of inclusion might improve
relations between Syrians and Egyptians, creating opportunities for belonging and conditions for possible futures of integration. Two UNHCR staff members also expressed concerns over the quality of educational alternatives—community centers that were not recognized by the government and often run as businesses.

For Syrian refugees, however, attending formal government schools represented building connections to Egypt and setting down roots, which contradicted their expressed purpose for education: a future of return. Community centers were a preferable “coping mechanism,” as one teacher said. The head of one school expressed what he saw as the sentiment of his school body: “They are educating their children temporarily so that they can go back to Syria and rebuild their country.”

While on the one hand a response to unwelcoming conditions in government schools, community centers also fostered the kind of belonging Syrian families were seeking. As one NGO staff member said, they were places where teachers were Syrian, students were Syrian, and teachers taught to facilitate a future of return, which reflected the purpose of education espoused by students and families. At the same time, Syrian families and NGOs involved with the community centers expressed concern over their precarity. It is “under the table education,” said one NGO staff member. Another NGO staff member, concerned that the Egyptian government would shut down these schools, said it was “a very temporary solution . . . it could explode at any point, whenever political change comes.”

Aiming to reconcile these tensions, Egypt developed policies to allow accreditation of refugee students’ learning in community centers. Refugee children went to the government school once a week for lessons, once a month for tests, and at set intervals for certification exams. Upon graduation with Egyptian certification, Syrian refugees were eligible to enroll in
Egyptian universities and pay fees as nationals. Yet this arrangement, by which modified inclusion was a pathway toward future opportunities in exile, came with a clear message of exclusion. As one NGO staff member explained, there was an “informal agreement between the headmasters at the public schools” and Syrian families: your children can “register at the school, sit for the exam, but don’t bring your children into the classroom.” This distancing between national and refugee individuals, and between refugees and state institutions, although problematic, did align with the expressed desires of Syrian families. A UNICEF staff member worried, though, that refugees “are not going to learn to survive living just by themselves.” This concern was echoed by an NGO staff member who noted that separation of refugees and nationals in schools created even greater isolation, discrimination, and aggressiveness for everyone.

*Inclusion in education to enable integration in society*

Horizontally across nation-states, vertically within each nation-state, and transversally over time, actors expressed a shared view that if refugee education were to enable refugees’ futures, conditions of belonging needed to extend beyond school experiences to how refugees were welcomed, or not, into broader social structures. The immediate focus of actors’ work was primary education, but the prevalence of this broad, long-term view was striking. Actors situated refugee education in a trajectory that extended beyond primary school to include further levels of education and future economic, social, and political participation. An NGO staff member in Yemen pointed to the objective of education “giving refugees the ability to enter the society and community, and to also explore opportunities to enter the labor market.” All our interview participants, to varying degrees, confronted the following question: how possible was this future
of integration for refugees, if they accessed low-quality education within contexts of few post-schooling opportunities even for nationals?

Teachers in Rwanda, Egypt, and Kenya all pointed to misalignment between the expressed purposes of education to enable refugees’ futures and actual post-graduation realities. Economic conditions in Egypt were “hellish,” teachers from a community school explained, and did not hold opportunities for graduates of any nationality. In Rwanda, the economic success refugees were promised through persistence in school was unreachable. A refugee teacher in Rwanda noted that his own desire for a future of integration in Rwanda was not high, especially when he looked at the lives of Rwandan nationals. “Their lives are not even better,” he said bluntly. A teacher in Kakuma refugee camp in Kenya, who arrived from South Sudan as an upper-primary student and completed his secondary schooling in Kenya, also questioned the value of integration into a situation where there are so many “challenges”: “[T]here is no future... It gives me a divided mind whether... I want to be integrated... If I am integrated as a citizen of this country, what will be my life? Will it be better or worse than the way I am [now]?” The lack of economic and social opportunities prevented refugees, like these teachers, from building the futures they had hoped their education would make possible.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

This article documented understandings of the purposes of refugee education at global, national, and school levels, particularly as connected to new policies to include refugees within national education systems. In analyzing these understandings across levels and through the lens of refugees’ possible futures, this article makes three central contributions to the sociology of education. First, we document, for the first time, the multiple expressed purposes of refugee
education held by actors living and working across different levels and within specific nation-states, including the processes by which these ideas developed. Second, we demonstrate the ways that expressed purposes of refugee education intersect with possible futures for refugees. We show that adoption of policies that include refugees in national education systems is premised on belief in creating future opportunities. Yet we also show that poor quality education and lack of prospects for belonging limit opportunities for possible futures, both for refugees and the marginalized nationals amid whom they live and go to school. Third, our findings suggest the need for refugee education theory and practice to deepen engagement with the logics of exclusion and marginalization that influence refugees’ education and post-education opportunities, both within nation-states and transnationally.

We found that the purposes of refugee education, at global, national, and school levels, were, as we anticipated, squarely oriented toward preparing refugees for the future. Across all levels, the expressed purposes largely followed a set of perceived possible futures: resettlement, return, integration, and transnationalism. The idea of these futures being “unknowable” was ever-present, yet the ways the stated purposes of education reflected this uncertainty differed across levels and nation-states.

At the global level, the expressed purposes of education reflected pragmatism related to protracted exile and the need for efficient service delivery. The overarching goal was swift access to quality education. Given the length of exile, the global-level approach to this goal hedged toward realistic assumptions that the future most relevant for refugees would be integration into a country of exile. Quality education was presumed to follow from inclusion, including access to national curriculum, language of instruction, teachers, and certification. Global policy also reflected sustainability needs. Given protracted exile and the reliance on
unpredictable and low levels of international aid, this sustainability could not realistically be accomplished outside of national systems (Betts and Collier 2015; Nicolai and Hine 2015). For actors at the global level, inclusion provided an efficient and longer-term approach to delivering on the goal of quality education for refugees.

At the national level, actors also described the purpose of refugee education as facilitating productive futures for refugees. Given protracted exile, national-level actors generally worked toward including refugees in national education systems. Yet, these actors expressed beliefs that refugees’ long-term futures would eventually be outside the nation-states of exile, through resettlement, return, or transnationalism. There was general agreement on what quality education entailed and that it would be useful in any possible future: skills, knowledge, and competencies would allow refugees to find and create jobs and participate in society. Actors at the national level did not perceive their work toward these purposes as nation-state-specific but as transferrable. Education was perceived as a strategy to navigate the unknowable futures refugees faced.

Prospects of belonging were nebulous and dependent on the content of these imagined futures. Some actors believed schools as a mechanism for belonging was in tension with national interests, especially in education systems struggling to provide quality education to nationals and in which national membership and belonging were contested. Moreover, teachers and families often believed that, despite ongoing uncertainty, refugees’ futures would, one day, be outside the country of exile. Actors who had contact with refugees on a daily basis—NGO staff members and teachers—underscored refugees’ persistent desire to return to their countries of origin or move elsewhere, through resettlement or onward migration. Inclusion might facilitate these futures through access to quality education, but actors across levels were disquieted by the
exclusion refugees experienced in national schools and how these experiences might preclude learning. These concerns were salient on two dimensions. First was the prevalence of curriculum, pedagogy, and relationships in national schools that prioritized national identities, languages, and histories and therefore marginalized refugees. Second was the lack of post-schooling opportunities for refugees, especially due to legal rights to work and the possibility of being hired given xenophobic practices. These dimensions also affect marginalized nationals, but they are amplified for refugees, who as noncitizens are largely unable to access social protections.

At national and school levels, our data demonstrate how this tension between quality education and belonging is the crux of divergent processes of vernacularization. We uncovered general acceptance, at the policy level, of working toward quality education by including refugees in national education systems, particularly in settings where national education was strong and, in all cases, with regard to certification. However, we heard prevalent and explicit questioning of inclusion at the school level. What was the value of including refugees in schools that were already failing nationals? Despite established national curriculum and trained teachers, including refugees in weak schools, actors argued, would not achieve quality education, for refugees or for nationals. This finding underscores the need for strengthened focus within any inclusion approach on symbiotic relationships between education for refugees and education for nationals. The 2018 Global Compact on Refugees adopts this position and may provide a framework for global responsibility-sharing to increase opportunities for quality education for both refugees and marginalized nationals.

Even in a best-case scenario where refugees are able to access high-quality education within national education systems—including skills, capacities, and knowledge that prepare them for economic and civic participation—refugees often face legal restrictions and opportunity
structures that limit a future of integration in the country of exile. Does a policy of inclusion, then, thwart the understood purpose of refugee education as enabling futures? Or, might these experiences at global, national, and school levels be the canary in the coa lmine to prompt reconceptualization and de-centering of the nation-centric nature of education and post-schooling opportunities, which constrain refugees’ future pursuits?

Indeed, we find that the policy of inclusion sets up expectations that refugees could deploy their national education toward a future of integration within the nation-state of exile. Yet actors across nation-states and across levels described the contradictory practices of inclusion, especially the lack of quality education and limited possibilities of belonging. This disconnect is relevant not only for refugees in neighboring host countries, but for growing populations of forcibly displaced individuals in Europe and young people globally who experience “radical uncertainty” (Horst and Grabska 2015) related to what they think their education prepares them for and the opportunity structures they confront after school completion.

Longitudinal research is needed to examine the experiences of refugees throughout their educational trajectories, including secondary school and higher education; their experiences of educational quality and belonging within national schools over time; and the ways they are able to use (or not) their education in the futures they create, be that through resettlement, return, integration, transnationalism, or some combination of these processes. Further research is also needed to understand how refugee education, including through the now-widespread approach of inclusion, might help remake “the kind of society we have in mind” (Dewey 1929:95). In what ways might inclusion transform relationships between refugees and nationals, both inside and outside of schools, with implications for the relationships refugees forge with their nation-states of exile and how they choose to build their futures?
Given the long-term nature of exile for most refugees, the experiences of inclusion within national education systems that we capture, at the primary level and over three years, are not inconsequential. Our study helps define—for Manar, her mother, and millions of other refugees globally—the criteria for what makes a good school, particularly the dimensions of education that may help individuals with uncertain futures. Our study suggests direct policy implications in three areas.

First, since the 2012 introduction of the global policy of inclusion of refugees in national education systems, refugees have had increased access to education. Yet our research clearly shows that access alone does not forward the universally-expressed purpose of quality education that will help refugees in their various futures. Now that structures of access are in place in many refugee-hosting nation-states, policy and practice must shift to school- and classroom-level experiences—particularly related to curriculum, pedagogy, and relationships—that could augment the quality of education for both refugees and marginalized nationals.

Second, the global-level approach of inclusion pragmatically aims to address the long-term nature of exile. Our data show, however, that this nation-state-centric approach to education does not always reflect how refugees plan for their futures, futures that are often simultaneously embedded in multiple societies in the search for opportunities. The curriculum and pedagogy of refugee education, even within national systems, needs to reflect these multiple possible futures, and schools need to cultivate the skills, knowledge, and competencies that young people can use flexibly across contexts.

Finally, school-level experiences underscore the political nature of where and how refugees are permitted and able to develop a sense of belonging. Even in protracted exile and where refugees are included in national schools, refugees usually do not seek a future of
integration, which most countries of exile also deem politically untenable. Yet no matter the length of exile, our interview participants emphasized the need for educational spaces that are free from exclusion and discrimination, and for post-schooling opportunities that allow young people to use their education in pursuit of livelihoods and meaningful futures over the duration of exile and beyond. The extreme situation of refugee education highlights ways to re-engage with Dewey’s (1929) call to create through schools “the kind of society we have in mind,” reflecting collective goals of quality education that enable future opportunities for all. In reflecting these purposes of education, we might “make possible a future better humanity.”

NOTES

1 In this article, the term “refugee” describes any person with recognized refugee status in a country of asylum. Refugee status may be granted prima facie, meaning it is applied at the group level to all refugees from a particular county (e.g., to all Burundians who flee to Rwanda), or through individual Refugee Status Determination (RSD).

2 Despite their large numbers, Palestinian refugees are not included in this analysis, as education for Palestinians is notably different than for all other refugees globally and under the mandate not of UNHCR but of the United Nations Relief and Works Agency for Palestinian Refugees (UNRWA).

3 The concept of “resilience” in the 2016 New York Declaration may reflect this transnational future in a way that was not evident during the research period.

4 There were some shifts over the three years, due to migration trends and inclusion in GES implementation. Syria was included in the first year, but given conflict dynamics, it was no longer part of implementation in subsequent years; we thus did not include it in our analysis.
Lebanon and Rwanda were added to the GES in the second year and, despite lacking one year of data, we included them in our analysis, given the richness of data and willingness of participants to help us understand earlier processes.

5 Bangladesh (n = 7), Chad (n = 7), Egypt (n = 6), Ethiopia (n = 8), Iran (n = 7), Kenya (n = 8), Lebanon (n = 5), Malaysia (n = 6), Pakistan (n = 8), Rwanda (n = 6), South Sudan (n = 6), Sudan (n = 6), Uganda (n = 8), Yemen (n = 8).

6 In Egypt, we interviewed 15 staff members of 11 organizations, including UN agencies, international NGOs, and civil society. In Kenya, we interviewed 11 staff members of six organizations, including UN agencies, international NGOs, and the Ministry of Education. In Rwanda, we interviewed eight staff members of six organizations, including UN agencies and three government departments.

7 In 2017, Egyptian policy shifted to include non-Syrians in national schools.

8 Lebanon’s RACE II Strategy (2017–2021), and its precursor RACE I, aims to improve refugee education vis-à-vis strengthening the national system, with benefits intended to accrue to both refugees and nationals.
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Online Appendix 1. Further Notes on Methodology

**Expanded Description of Data Collection**

**Document Analysis:** We reviewed 56 operations plans, one for each year from 2011 through 2014 for each host country, as well as education fact sheets and other data available for each country context. We also reviewed all guidelines shared by UNHCR Geneva with country offices about national-level education strategy development, as well as minutes from conference calls during which strategy development was discussed. For our three in-depth country cases—Egypt, Kenya, and Rwanda—we also analyzed draft and final “education strategies” for each nation-state; in Kenya, Kakuma and Dadaab camps and Nairobi each developed its own strategy, whereas in Egypt and Rwanda there was one strategy for the whole country.

**Interviews:** Semi-structured interviews in each country context were designed to develop an in-depth understanding of how different actors understood and acted on the goals of the UNHCR Education Strategy and the purposes of refugee education more broadly. We interviewed staff from UNHCR, government agencies, and UNHCR’s partner NGOs that implement education programs for refugees and work directly with schools and teachers. Some of these organizations had formal, contractual relationships with UNHCR; others had more informal ad hoc relationships of communication and coordination. We asked them about their organization’s role in providing access to education for refugees; the nature of their educational programming; and how they envisioned refugee young people benefiting from their programs now and in the future.

Semi-structured interviews with teachers were designed to understand how they thought about their roles as educators of refugee children, their relationships with UNHCR and partner
organizations, and how they interpreted the GES principles and used them, if at all, in their classrooms. In Egypt, we conducted interviews and focus groups with seven staff members, both teachers and coordinators, working at three community centers providing education to Syrian refugee students. In Kenya, we conducted interviews with six teachers working in four primary schools. In Rwanda, we interviewed four teachers working in four different primary schools.

**Participant Observation:** We conducted participant observation in several ways in an effort to understand the way UNHCR and partners communicated and collaborated during daily interactions. We attended and observed one three-day regional workshop in Malaysia, during which staff from select UNHCR country programs, government, and NGO partners participated in developing national-level refugee education strategies, and we conducted six interviews related to the content and process of that workshop. In Kenya and Egypt, we did formal observations of regular meetings, such as Education Working Group meetings, Child Protection Working Group meetings, and UNHCR staff meetings.

We engaged in classroom observations using an open-ended classroom observation guide to deepen our understanding of how refugee children accessed and experienced education in each setting. All efforts were made to observe one class period and interview the teacher following the observation; however, this was not always possible due to time limitations, school schedules, and restrictions on travel in camp settings. In Egypt, school schedules prevented us from conducting any classroom observations. In Kenya, we conducted two classroom observations. In Rwanda, we did four classroom observations. In Kenya and Rwanda, we were able to observe teachers actively teaching (e.g., not testing periods).
**Researcher Positionality**

Unlike most studies in the field of education in conflict, of which refugee education forms a part, this research was not commissioned. It was undertaken as part of a research-practice partnership between UNHCR and Harvard University. This relationship allowed access to documents, interviews, meetings, conference calls, and real-time reflection on the processes under study, which would otherwise have remained opaque. We retained independence in our data collection and analysis, but we purposefully incorporated dimensions of the implementation process that were of interest to UNHCR, in line with our partnership and our commitment to engaged scholarship that can usefully inform practice and policy. We were consistently aware in the course of the research of our position as outsiders, not only in refugee settings but also within the global bureaucracy of UNHCR and its partner organizations. We explicitly attempted to create lines of connection with our research participants as well as to intensely probe assumptions and misconceptions as they arose. Our analytic processes incorporated ongoing reflection, as a team, on the ways our identities and experiences were shaping our views of the data and analysis.